36th CME in Internal Medicine

conducted by API-Karnataka Chapter & MERT Bangalore

From 13th to 18th OCTOBER • Morning Sessions: Guest Lectures, Workshops, & Symposium
After noon Sessions: Bedside clinics/CASE discussion by Eminent Teachers

Registration fees: Rs.1500/-; Spot Registration: Rs 2000
Pay By Draft to CONVENOR CME in Internal Medicine, Bangalore.

Programme Director: Dr. P. Chandrasekhar, Dr. K. Ravi
poocha_sekhara@yahoo.co.in ravi.doc@gmail.com • 9845128212 • Dr. V. Channaraya: 9341234049

Address for correspondence: Convenor = MERT, API Bhavana, 16/f Millers Tank Bed Area,
Vasanth Nagar, Bangalore-560052. Phone 080-22353525/9845128212

e-mail: apikarnataka@gmail.com.